PlanSource
QuickConnect Partner

ID Watchdog provides world-class identity theft
protection and resolution services to the benefit
marketplace. Their proprietary technology searches
billions of data points to detect changes in the personal
identity profiles of each of our members. Solutions allow
individuals and organizations to protect themselves with
a comprehensive, yet flexible, protection platform.

Together
As a QuickConnect partner, ID Watchdog offers the
insight to protect clients from identity theft. Through
PlanSource’s modern and intuitive benefits administration
solution, ID Watchdog offers high-risk transaction
monitoring and fully managed resolution services to
manage your case until it is completely restored.

PlanSource is a technology company driven to create a better
benefits and HR experience for employers and their employees.
We offer flexible and intuitive software for benefits administration,
insurance exchanges and human capital management. Our
complete cloud-based technology helps employers with benefits
shopping, enrollment, billing, compliance and administration.

Identity Theft Protection
Why It’s Important
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Is how often a new identity is stolen, and
causes an average loss of $9,650.

Is how long the average identity
theft victim spends repairing the damage.

24/7 call center with a
commitment to excellence.

100% identity theft resolution guarantee to
give your employees peace of mind.

Employees Benefit

ID Watchdog guarantees that if
you become a victim of identity
fraud under their protection
they will resolve with their 100%
Identity Theft Guarantee.

Plans offer Single-bureau
or Tri-bureau reporting and
scores, credit score monitoring
and freezes to keep you safe
and informed.

Comprehensive monitoring to
search billions of data points
including public records, payday
loans and more to keep you
informed of any potential risks.

Receive alerts for Facebook,
Linkedin, Instagram and Twitter
to stay on top of potential
cyberbullying and reputationdamaging items.

Increase productivity at work
with a peace of mind that you
and your family’s identity is
safe, protected
and monitored.
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